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Robert L . Hubbard'

I am pleased to be here today . Although I am generally
familiar with the residual market cases, I have a more general
focus than the other speakers . "The Application of State Antitrust
Law to the Insurance Industry" raises for me issues of how
antitrust federalism applies in insurance markets . For me,
antitrust federalism describes the extent to which antitrust law

and enforcement policy emanates from places other than Washington,

D .C . and federal courts .

In the past decade, attacks on the validity of antitrust

federalism have subsided . We have now entered an era in which

exploring the specifics of arguments under state antitrust law has

become more important and fruitful than assuming that state

antitrust law will mirror federal antitrust law . Similarly,

understanding the details of how and why state attorneys general

take action is more important and fruitful than questioning the

States' authority to proceed or assuming States just tag along

after the federal enforcement officials .

My brief remarks focus on two aspects of antitrust federalism

that could impact insurance markets . The first is using state

antitrust law to assert an antitrust claim . The second related

issue is antitrust enforcement by the principal state enforcer

under state and federal law : state attorneys general .

Ever since California v . ARC America Corp . , 490 U .S . 93
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(1989), pursuing claims under state antitrust law has been a clear
alternative to pursuing claims under federal antitrust laws . Id .
at 102-03 . From a plaintiff"s perspective, usually the more

alternative theories the better . As you may recall, in ARC America
a unanimous United States Supreme Court held that state antitrust

law could be contrary to federal antitrust law as interpreted in

Illinois Brick Co . v Illinois , 431 U .S . 720 (1977) . The statutes
of four states -- Alabama, Arizona, California, and Minnesota --

were involved . The unanimous decision as to all state statutes

demonstrates how decisively the attacks on antitrust federalism

were rejected . The Arizona statute was patterned after section 4

of the Clayton Act, 15 U .S .C . sec . 15, but had not been construed

by Arizona courts . The Supreme Court said that the Arizona statute

could also be construed differently than the Supreme Court had

construed section 4 in Illinois Brick .

The most significant battleground for developing alternative

state antitrust law theories are the continuing efforts to overcome

the limitations of Illinois Brick by resort to state antitrust

laws . At least eight state attorneys general -- in Alabama,

Arizona, California, Louisiana, Minnesota, New York, Texas,

Wisconsin -- have pursued or are pursuing interpretations of state

antitrust law that allow damages to be recovered by "indirect"

purchasers . Private plaintiffs have also pursued these arguments

in, for examples, cases asserting claims against manufacturers of

infant formula and more recently drug manufacturers .

In insurance markets, and again from the perspective of a



plaintiff, state antitrust law sometimes provides a very useful
alternative to federal antitrust law because of what state
antitrust law sometimes lacks : an analogue to McCarran Ferguson . 2
Despite the states' efforts in the Insurance Antitrust Litigation ! 3

McCarran-Ferguson remains a significant obstacle to prevailing on
federal antitrust claims . The residual market cases arise in that
context .

State antitrust claims can be asserted as pendent claims in

federal courts . To maximize the differences between state and

federal antitrust law, however, many of theseclaims are tried in

state courts . State courts are a far different playing field for

most antitrust practitioners . State judges are frequently elected

officials who bring different backgrounds and experiences to the

task of resolving the dispute . The procedural rules can be

significantly different . A state judge might give a prominence on

his or her docket to an antitrust claim that a federal judge might

not .

Another significant difference is the role that a state

attorney general may play in the litigation . Being in state court

probably makes the involvement of the state attorney general more

likely . Moreover, insurance markets have many characteristics of

markets in which state attorneys general are more likely to take

action . Because of the differing regulatory frameworks and other

15 U .S .C . §§ 1011-1015 .

938 F . 2d 919 (9th Cir . 1991), affId in part, rev'd in part ,
113 S . Ct . 2891 (1993) .



characteristics of the business, insurance markets are frequently

very local markets . The markets have a significant impact on the

state economy . Finally, the issues frequently have political

prominence, legislatively and otherwise .

Antitrust claims asserted in insurance markets are also

consistent with the authority that state attorneys general have .

Most state attorneys general are elected officials with the

authority to represent not only the state but also the natural

person citizens of the state . Thus, the antitrust efforts of state

attorneys general tend to focus on products and concerns that

directly and visibly impact individuals, as in markets like

department stores, beer, milk, construction, and pharmacies.

Insurance fits easily within that focus .

Finally, state antitrust enforcers are far more likely than

federal enforcers or private plaintiffs to have a relationship with

state insurance regulators . In many states, the attorney general

represents the Insurance Department in litigation . The antitrust

attorneys working in states are also much more likely than federal

enforcers or private parties to have a relationship with the

Department of Insurance . The antitrust attorneys frequently

advocate competition in discussions with the insurance department .

The interactions between the antitrust attorneys and the insurance

department can be quite extensive . For example, in the Insurance

Antitrust Litigation , state insurance departments helped educate

antitrust attorneys about the workings of the markets . Discovery

requests were served in that action on State Insurance Departments,



and the antitrust attorneys were arranging responses to those

requests when settlement was reached .

In short, antitrust federalism has complicated an already

complicated area of law . I hope my remarks help you think through

those complications .
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